DAY 1: THURSDAY NOVEMBER 1, 2018

9:00 AM  REGISTRATION + BREAKFAST
Join us for a light breakfast in the Joseph & Rosalie Segal Centre, rooms 1400-1410.

9:30 AM  DATATHON OPENING
Welcome and introductory remarks.

10:00 AM  INTRODUCTION TO AUT AND DATASETS
Walk through of the Archives Unleashed Toolkit and Cloud. Overview of the datasets available for use.

10:30 AM  COFFEE BREAK
Fuel up with some java or tea!

10:45 AM  GROUP FORMATIONS
Time to pick your team & topic! Let the brainstorming begin.

11:15 AM  GROUP WORK SESSION
With teams assembled it's time to start working on projects.

12:30 PM  WORKING LUNCH
If you're on a roll, why stop? Lunch to be provided.

1:30 PM  GROUP WORK SESSION CONTINUED
The majority of the afternoon will be spent working on group projects and mingling with other participants.

3:00 PM  COFFEE BREAK
Enjoy a quick break to refresh!

4:00 PM  LIGHTNING TALKS
Groups will have 3-5min to discuss their projects so far.

4:30 PM  WRAP UP

5:30 PM  SOCIAL
Join the group for dinner and conversation at the Irish Heather!
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DAY 2: FRIDAY NOVEMBER 2, 2018

9:00 AM ● BREAKFAST & GROUP WORK SESSION
Start your day off by joining us for a light breakfast in rooms 1400-1410 and continue to work with your groups.

10:30 AM ● COFFEE BREAK
Fuel up with some java or tea!

10:45 AM ● GROUP WORK SESSION CONTINUED
Continue work with your groups.

12:30 PM ● WORKING LUNCH + LIGHTNING TALKS
During lunch, groups will have a chance to update participants on the work they’ve been doing in in lightning style talks. Lunch will be provided.

1:30 PM ● GROUP WORK SESSION CONTINUED
Continue work with your groups.

3:00 PM ● COFFEE BREAK
Take some time for a well deserved break and stretch!

3:30 PM ● PRESENTATIONS
Slides will be due 1/2hr before presentations begin.
Groups will have an opportunity to discuss their project and findings in a short 5min presentation.

4:00 PM ● VOTING + AWARDS
Which project really stood out? A special prize will be award for best project.

4:30 PM ● WRAP UP